For Fun: Creative Work

Creativity is the key to success in almost every profession in modern society. How many can you find in our wordsearch?

**H L U I N T T R S T J A Z S**
**E N G I N E E R T E M T I L**
**C K F I R T H E R A A S B R**
**A H I M A D E T E C T I V E**
**R D O C T O R H T H R T S J**
**C O H R S R C C R E E R L Y**
**H C A I E O S R I R A A D T**
**A C O M P O S E R U L I U R**
**E D R I M E G A I L D K U W**
**O C E A Q U A R M E L D R E**
**L C S R U S H L A N K O I L**
**O R O S T U A O N P O C P P**
**G A N U S F M T A I H H G H**
**I U L Y I I R S G R E E F B**
**S D M A R K E T E R A R R T**
**T R I A L I S M R I R M E I**

**ENGINEER** – creative problem-solving and constant invention is what allows engineers to build stronger bridges, more efficient structures, faster engines and smarter technology.

**DETECTIVE** – a detective must be able to see all the clues to a case and put them together, using creativity to fill in the gaps and find the answer.

**TEACHER** – a teacher must be able to find new and exciting ways to help their students to learn. They must constantly create lesson plans and invent exercises to keep their classes motivated.

**ARTIST** – an artist must be able to express his or her vision of the world in original and creative ways.

**COMPOSER** – a composer must be able to think creatively and methodically in order to transcribe what he hears onto paper, recycling the notes into new patterns to convey a feeling or tell a story.

**CHOREOGRAPHER** – a creative approach to movement allows a choreographer to translate his or her vision into dance, recycling the limited movements of the body to create new shapes.

**MANAGER** – a manager must continually find new and creative ways to motivate their team and meet their targets.

**DOCTOR** – a doctor must be able to approach their patients’ symptoms creatively in order to diagnose illnesses. They must be able to imagine the different ways that their patients might describe their symptoms to them.

**ARCHAEOLOGIST** – an archaeologist must be able to interpret his or her finds in context, but apply creativity and imagination to understand tools and objects whose purpose is unknown.

**MARKETER** – a marketer must be able to find new and exciting ways to communicate with their target audience in creative and inventive ways.
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